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MIRROR PRINCIPLE II*
BONG H. LIAN1, KEFENG LIU2, AND SHING-TUNG YAU3
Abstract. We generalize our theorems in Mirror Principle I to a class of balloon manifolds.
Many of the results are proved for convex projective manifolds. In a subsequent paper, Mirror
Principle III, we will extend the results to projective manifolds without the convexity assumption.

1. Introduction. For the long history of mirror symmetry, consult [17]. For
a brief description of more recent development, see the introduction in [37][38]. The
present paper is a sequel to Mirror Principle I [37]. Here, we generalize all the results
there to a class of T-manifolds which we call balloon manifolds. These results were
announced in [38].
Let X be a projective n-fold, and d € H2{X, Z). Let Mo,fc(d, X) denote the
moduli space of fc-pointed, genus 0, degree d, stable maps (C,/,xi,..,Xk) on X [32].
Note that our notation is without the bar. By the work of [34] (cf. [7][19]), each
nonempty Mo,fc(<i, X) admits a cycle class Z/Tb,fc(d, X) in the Chow group of degree
dim X + (ci(X),d) -f n — 3. This cycle plays the role of the fundamental class in
topology, hence LTo,k(d,X) is called the virtual fundamental class.
Let V be a convex vector bundle on X. (ie. iir1(P1,/*V') = 0 for every holomorphic map / : P1 ->> X.) Then V induces on each Mo,fc(d,X) a vector bundle V^,
with fiber at (C,f,xi,..,Xk) given by the section space H0(C,f*V). Let b be any
multiplicative characteristic class [26]. (ie. if 0 -> E' —> E —» E" —> 0 is an exact
sequence of vector bundles, then b(E) = b(E')b(En).) The problem we study here is
to compute the characteristic numbers
Kd := /

b(Vd)

JLTo,o(d,X)

and their generating function:

There is a similar and equally important problem if one starts from a concave vector
bundle V [37]. (ie. H0(P\f*V) = 0 for every holomorphic map / : P1 -» X.) More
generally, V can be a direct sum of a convex and a concave bundle. Important progress
made on these problems has come from mirror symmetry. All of it seems to point
toward the following general phenomenon [12], which we call the Mirror Principle.
Roughly, it says that the function $(£) can be computed by a change of variables in
terms of certain explicit special functions, loosely called generalized hypergeometric
functions.
When X is a toric manifold with Ci(X) > 0, b is the Euler class, and V is a sum
of line bundles, there is a general formula derived in [29] from mirror symmetry. This
formula was later studied in [21] based on a series of axioms.
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1.1. Main Ideas. We now sketch our main ideas for computing the classes
b{Vd).
Step 1. Localization on the linear sigma model Consider the moduli spaces
Md(X) := Mo,o((l,d),P1 x X). The projection P1 x X -4 X induces a map TT :
Md(X) -> Mo^d,^). Moreover, the standard action of S1 on P1 induces an S1
action on Md(X). We first study a slightly different problem. Namely consider the
classes 7r*b(Vd) on Md(X), instead of b(Vd) on Mo^d^X). First, there is a canonical
way to embed fiber products (see below)

Fr = Motl(r,X)xxMoti(d-r,X)
each as an S1 fixed point component into Md(X). Let ir : Fr -> Md{X) be the inclusion map. Second, there is an evaluation map e : Fr —> X for each r. Third, suppose
that there is a projective manifold Wd with 51 action, that there is an equivariant
map <p : Md{X) -> W^ and embeddings jr : X —> Wd, such that the diagram
Fr
e\.

^ Md(A
1<P

X

wd

A

commutes.
Let a denotes the weight of the standard 51 action on P1. Then applying the
localization formula [3], this diagram allows us to recast our problem to one of studying
the S1 -equivariant classes
Qd := <p\ir*b(Vd)

defined on Wd- Moreover we can expand the class
Ad:=

JoQd
es^Xo/Wd)

on X in powers of a"1, and find that it is of order a"2.
The spaces Wd in the commutative diagram above are called the linear sigma
model of X. They have been introduced in [39] following [45] when X is a toric
manifold,
Step 2. Gluing identity. Consider the vector bundle ltd := 7r*Vd -> Md{X),
restricted to the fixed point components Fr. A point in (C,/) in Fr is a pair
(Ci, fi, xi) x (C2, /2, X2) of 1-pointed stable maps glued together at the marked points,
ie. fi(xi) = hfa). From this, we get an exact sequence of bundles on Fr'.
0 -> i*Ud -> U'r 0 U'd_r -> e*V -> 0.

Here i*Ud is the restriction to Fr of the bundle Ud -> Md{X). And U'r is the pullback
of the bundle Ur -> Mo,i(c?,X) induced by V, and similarly for U'd_r. Taking the
multiplicative characteristic class 6, we get the identity on Fr\
e*b{V)b(i*Ud) = b(U'r)b(U'd_r).
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This is what we call the gluing identity. This may be translated to a similar quadratic
identity, via Step 1, for Qd in the equivariant cohomology groups Hgi(Wd). The new
identity is called the Euler data identity.
Step 3. Linking theorem. The construction above is functorial, so that if X comes
equipped with a torus T action, then the entire construction becomes G = Sl x T
equivariant and not just 51 equivariant. In particular, the Euler data identity is
an identity of G-equivariant classes on Wd- Our problem is to first compute the Gequivariant classes Qd on Wd satisfying the Euler data identity, and with the property
that Ad ~ a~2. Note that the restrictions Qd \p to the T fixed points pin XQ C Wd are
polynomial functions on the Lie algebra of G. Suppose that X is a balloon manifold.
Then it can be shown that (with a nondegenerate assumption on eoiXo/Wd)) the
classes Qd are uniquely determined by the values of the Qd|p, when a is some scalar
multiple of a weight on the tangent space TpX. These values of Qd\p can be computed
explicitly by exploiting the structure of a balloon manifold.
Once these values are known, it is often easy to manufacture explicit G-equivariant
classes Qd with the restrictions Qd\p having the above same values, and satisfying the
Euler data identity. In this case, we say that the data Qd are linked to the data QdBy a suitable change of variables, one can also arrange that

e 1

Ix/w ) ~

a 2

~ ' ^

the preceding discussion, we get Qd = QdStep 4- Computing $(£). Once the classes Qd = ^P\^b(Vd) are determined, we
can unwind the many maps used in Step 1. The preceding computations can be done
simply in the form of power series. This finally computes the generating function $(£).
The answer for $(£) is given in the form of Conjecture 9.1.
In this paper, for clarity, we restrict ourselves to the case when the tangent bundle
of X is convex. We prove that Conjecture 9.1 holds whenever X is a balloon manifold having a linear sigma model Wd such that eoiXo/Wd) satisfies a nondegeneracy
condition.
In the nonconvex case, we must replace Mo^id^X) by Li-Tian's virtual fundamental cycle [34] for the purpose of localization and integration. The sequel, Mirror
Principle III, to this paper will be devoted entirely to dealing with the added technicality arising from this replacement. All the results in this paper will generalize with
only slight modifications as a result of this replacement, but with no change to the
overall conceptual framework.
By the equivalence, established in [35], of symplectic GW theory and algebraic
GW theory for projective manifolds, we also expect that the results in this paper can
be readily generalized to the symplectic case [43] [44].

2. Set-up.
2.1. Equivariant localization. We first discuss some basic facts about localization. The key technique of our proof is the equivariant localization formula, due
to Atiyah-Bott [2] [10] [3], and Berline-Vergne [9]. For an orbifold version of the localization formula, see [31]. The spirit of the localization we'll use is closer to the Bott
residue formula. We first explain this formula.
Let X and Y be two spaces, by which we mean compact manifolds or orbifolds,
with a torus T-action. When an orbifold is involved, the integral and localization
formulas should be taken in the orbifold sense. Let {F} be the components of the
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fixed point set. Let H^(-) denote the equivariant cohomology group with complex
coefficient, and z> : F -> X the inclusion map. We say that equivariant localization
holds on X, if the two maps
i*F :

HT{X)

-> H^{F), iFl :

H^{F) -> H^(X).

which are respectively the pull-back, and the Gysin map, are such that the following
formulas holds: given any equivariant cohomology class LJ on X, we have

This formula is equivalent to the integral version of the localization formula
lx
Jx

^J
FeT{FIXy
^ JF

An important fact about equivariant theory is that, if V is an equivariant vector
bundle on an orbifold X, then any characteristic class of V has an equivariant extension. Let T = S1 for simplicity. If C2k is a characteristic class of degree 2k, then its
equivariant extension can be represented by the form
C = C2k + C2k-2 H

h co

in the equivariant cohomology of X.
Here is a way to calculate the terms in the localization formula. Assume that
each fixed point component F is smooth. If C2k is a Chern class, then by using
splitting principle, it can be expressed as a symmetric function of the Chern roots:
P(xi, • • • ,xi) where I = rank V. When V can be decomposed into a direct sum of
line bundles on F:
V\F = L1@-'@L1

with the T-action on Lj given by, say the character e27Ty/r~^n^t, then the restriction of
its equivariant counterpart c to F is
i*Fc = P(ci(Li) +nit,'- ,ci(Li) +nit).
The computation of the equivariant Euler class of F in X is similar. When the
restriction of TX to F has a decompostion into line bundles
TX\F = E1®--®En
where T acts on Ej by the character

27r /
e

v -imii5 then

eT(F/X) = l[(c1(Ej)+m.jt).
3

In the above, the nj's and ra/s are integers for if X is a manifold, and are ratonal
numbers if X is an orbifold.
2.2. Functorial localization formula. In this subsection, we derive two formulas which are often used in our work. Let X, Y be two T-spaces, and

/: X^Y
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be an equivariant map. Let E be a fixed point component in Y, and F := f~1(E)
be a fixed component in X. Let g be the restriction of / to F, and JE : E —¥ Y,
IF ' F -> X be the inclusion maps. Thus we have the commutative diagram:
F

-^

X

gl
if
E ^ Y.
LEMMA 2.1.

Given any class

LJ

Jg/tM
eT(E/Y)

€ H^{X), we have the equality on E:
=

( ^ \
'- \eT(F/X)J

9

Proof. Let us consider localization of(jjf*JEi{l) on X,
Uf 3E\\^) - IF '

eT{FIX)

Note the contributions from fixed components
cc
other than F vanish. Applying the
push-forward f\ to both sides, we get
f\(u)3E\(l) = /!*F!
Now / o iF = jE o g which, implies
flip* = i^i^!, ipT =

9*JE-

Thus we get

m3EX{i)=ma{

eT{F/x)

j-

Applying j^ to both sides, we then arrive at

»*<»> «<w=«*<" - (iMt(';^/r))=-<*"?«(J^)) •
Since eriE/Y) is invertible, our assertion follows. □
The same argument applies to the case when E and F are T-invariant subspaces.
A slightly different argument for the proof of the above lemma will be given in our
subsequent paper. We will also need the following formula, which is actually a special
case of [18], Theorem 6.2. Here we include a proof for the convenience of the reader.
The spaces involved are T-spaces, that is, T-manifolds or orbifolds.
LEMMA

2.2. Suppose we have a T-equivariant commutative diagram

V -U- w
if
gi
z -^ Y
such that f*j\(l) = i\{i)- Then for any class u on H^(W), we have the following
equality on Z:
3*f\{u) = g\i*(v).
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Proof. By assumption, we have
u f*ji(l) = v i\(i) = iii*((j).
Applying j*fi to both sides, on the one hand we get

i'Mu, rMi)) = nfa) iiW) =rm erizm.
On the other hand, we get
j*Miii*(u))=j*jigii*(u)=gii*(u)) eT(Z/Y).
Thus our assertion follows. D
The case we will use in this paper is when Z and V = f~1(Z) are both T invariant
submanifolds of same codimension, in which the condition in the Lemma clearly holds.
2.3. Balloon manifolds. By a balloon manifold, we mean a complex projective
T-manifold X with the following properties. There are only finite number of T-fixed
points. At each fixed point p, the T-weights on the isotropic representation TPX are
pairwise linearly independent. This class of manifolds were introduced by GoreskyKottwitz-MacPherson [22]. (We refer the reader to [24] for an excellent exposition.)
Throughout this paper, we assume that X is convex, ie. H1(P1,f*TX) = 0 for any
holomorphic map / : P1 -> X.
One important property of a balloon n-fold is that at each fixed point p, there
are exactly n balloons, ie. T-invariant P1, each balloon connecting p to one other
fixed point q. The induced action on each balloon is the standard rotation with two
fixed points p and q. (see [22] [25]). We denote by pq the balloon connecting the fixed
points p, q. Toric manifolds, complex C-spaces and spherical manifolds are examples
of balloon manifolds.
We fix a T equivariant embedding of X into the product of projective spaces
P(n) := Pni x ... x Pn™
such that the pull-backs of the hyperplane classes H = (Hi, ••• ,Hm) generate
iJ2(X, Q). We use the same notations for the corresponding equivariant classes of the
if's, and their restrictions to X. For u E H2(X) and d E H2(X), we denote their
pairing by {uj,d).
For convenience, we introduce the following notations:
H = (Hi, ..,Hm)
H.C = Hc=H1C1 + .-. + HmCm
H(p) = (Hi(p),..,Hm(p))

Here ( = (Ci, ••, Cm) are formal variables. We denote by Kv C #2p0 the set of points
in H2(X,Z)free in the dual of the closure of the Kahler cone of X. Since Kv is a
semigroup in H2(X), it defines a partial ordering >- on the lattice H2(X, Z)/ree. That
is, d y r iff d-r E Kv. Let {Hj} be the basis dual to the {Hj} in i^PO- If d y r for
two classes d, r E i^PO? then d — r = diH^ H
h d-mH^ for nonnegative integers
^1?

? ^m*
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We also consider a balloon manifold as a symplectic manifold with a symplectic
structure given by u = H^ for some generic £. By the convexity theorem of Atiyah
[2] and Guillemin-Sternberg [23], the image of the moment map //^ in the dual Lie
algebra T* is a convex polytope, known as the moment polytope. When X is a toric
manifold, the moment polytope is known as a Delzant polytope [15]. In this case, it
is well-known that the normal fan of this polytope is the defining fan of X.
We say X a multiplicity-free manifold, if for each point p in T*, the inverse image
^(p) is connected.
LEMMA 2.3.
Let X be a multiplicity-free balloon manifold, then H(p) ^ H(q)
for any two distinct fixed points p and q in X.

Proof. Let /JL^ denote the moment map of the T-action on X with respect to
the symplectic form H^ = (H,() for a generic choice of C € C*. Then the image of
//£ : X -> T* is a convex polytope whose vertices are given the images of the fixed
points {p}. The weights of H^ at the fixed points, up to an over all translation, are the
same as {^(p)} which are all different. Since X is multiplicity-free, the inverse image
of each vertex contains only one fixed point in X. Since ( is generic, this implies that
the #(p)'s are distinct at different fixed point. □
We shall assume throughout this paper that H(p) ^ H(q) for all distinct fixed
points p,q in X. Equivalently, if c(p) — c(q) for all c G Hj<{X), then p = q. This
condition is also equivalent to the statement that the moment map with respect to
UJ = H^ and the T action is injective to the set of vertices of the moment polytope,
when restricted to the fixed points XT. By the above lemma we know that toric
manifolds and compact homogeneous manifolds all satisfy this condition.
When X is a toric n-fold, we have N = m + n T-invariant divisors in X. Let
Da — ci(La), a = 1, ..,N, be the equivariant first Chern classes of the corresponding
equivariant line bundles. These T divisors correspond 1-1 with the one-cones of the
defining fan of X [40]. Moreover the fixed points correspond 1-1 with the n-cones.
Labelling the n-cones by p G XT, we have a balloon [40] pq in X iff the n-cones
p, q intersect in a codimension one subcone. Since X is smooth, hence the n-cones
are regular, there are exactly n balloons pq for each fixed q. One can give a dual
description of all these by using the Delzant polytope.
Returning to the general case, suppose that X is a balloon manifold, and that we
have equivariant classes {Da} in H^(X) with the following property. At every fixed
point p, Da{p) is either zero or it is a weight on TPX. Let pq be a balloon in X. The
induced T-action on pq is the standard rotation with fixed points p, q. By applying
the localization formula on pq ~ P1 and the integral (c, [pg]), we have
c(q) =c(p) + (c,[pg])A
for all c G H^(X), where A is the weight on the tangent line Tq(pq). Let A = Da(q).
Specializing to c = Da, we get Da{q) = Da(p) + (Dai\pq])Da(q). This shows that
(Da,\pq]) ^ 0. For otherwise we would have Da(q) — Da(p) ^ 0, and this would
mean that Da(p) is a weight on Tp(po) for some edge po running in the direction of
Da(q) = Da(p) from p to o. So we had three vertices lying joined in a line from q to p
to o in the moment graph. This would mean that there is a pair of linearly dependent
weights on the tangent space TpX, which can't happen in a balloon manifold. A
similar argument shows that (Da, \pq]) = 1.
LEMMA

(jj(q) =

UJ(P)

2.4. Let u = H^ and p, q G XT, r y 0 and X be a weight on TqX. If
+ (a;,r)A for generic £, then p,q are joined by a balloon, r = \pq], and A
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is the weight on the tangent line Tq(pq).
Proof. It suffices to prove that p, q are joined by a balloon. The last two conclusions then follow immediately. Then under the corresponding moment map /i, p, q
are mapped to oj(p),u(q) (up to an overall affine transformation), which are distinct
because
(2.1)

a;((z)-a;(p) = (a;>r>A^0.

Since A is a weight on TqX, there is an edge emanating from the point u(q) in the
direction of A, ending at some other vertex UJ(O), where qo is a balloon in X. If
(ju(p) ^ U(O), we would have three distinct vertices of the moment poly tope lying on a
single line. Thus u(p) = u(o), which implies that p = o. □
LEMMA

2.5.

The zero class

UJ

= 0 is the only class in H^(X) with the property

that

L

u eH< = 0

for all generic £ 6 C.
Proof. Suppose
[ UJ eH< = 0
Jx
By localization, we have
0.
But since the vectors H{p) are all distinct, those exponential functions in Q are linearly
independent over the field Q(T*), implying that bj{p) — 0 for all p. Thus CJ = 0. □
2.4. Sigma models. Let X be balloon manifold with a fixed T-equivariant
embedding X —► P(n), as discussed above. We write

MdW^Afcoai.d),?1 xX).
Since X is assumed to be convex, M&iX) is an orbifold. The standard S1 action on
P1 together with the T action on X induce a G — S1 x T action on Md(X).
Here is a description of some 51 fixed point components Fr, labelled by 0 ■< r ■< d,
inside of Md(X). Let Fr be the fiber product

Fr:=Mo,i(r1X)xxMo,i(d-r,X)
More precisely, consider the map
evr x evd-r : Mo,i(r,X) x Mo>i(d - r,X) -» X x X
given by evaluations at the marked points; and
A: X->XxX
the diagonal map. Then
Fr = (evr x evd-r)~lA(X).
Note that Fd = Mo,i(d,Jf) by convention. The set Fr can be identified with an S'1
fixed point component of Md{X) as follows. Consider the case r ^ 0,d first. Given
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a point (Ci,/i,a;i) x (C2,72,^2) in Fr, we get a new curve C by gluing Ci,C2 to P1
with xi,X2 glued to 0,00 € P1 respectively. The new curve C is mapped into P1 x X
as follows. Map P1 C C identically onto P1, and collapse Ci, C2 to 0,00 respectively;
then map Ci, C2 into X with /1, /2 respectively, and collapse the P1 to f(xi) — f(x2).
This defines a point (C, /) in Md(X). For r = 0, we glue (Ci,fi,xi) to P1 at a;i and
0. For r = d, we glue (C2, /23^2) to P1 at 0:2 and 00. We will identify Fr as a subset
of Md(X) as above, and let
V : Fr -> Md(X)
denotes the inclusion map. Clearly, we also have an evaluation map
er : Fr ^ X
which sends a pair in Fr to the value at the marked point. In the following, we will
simply write er as e without causing any coonfusion.
We call a compact manifold or orbifold Wd with G = 51 x T action a linear sigma
model of degree d for X, if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The 51 action on Wd has fixed point components given by Xri labelled by 0 ^
r ■< d, and each Xr is T-equivariantly isomorphic to X.
2. There is a G-equivariant birational map ip from Md(X) to Wd, such that ^1^=6,
and ip~1(Xr) = Fr.
3. All equivariant cohomology classes in iJ^(Wrf) are lifted from Hji(X), and the
lift D e 'H%f(Wd) of D e H%(X) restricts to D + (jD,r>a on Xr.
4. The G-equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle of XQ in Wd has the form

eG(Xo/Wd) = ]ll[(Da-maa)
a

ma

where the ma's are positive integers and the Da's are classes in H^(X), such that
at a given T fixed point p in X, the nonzero Z)a(p)'s are multiples of distinct
weights of TPX.
Here a birational map, in algebraic geometry language, is a regular morphism
which is an isomorphism when restricted to a Zariski open set in Md(X).
Note Wd need not be unique. We identify Xr with X by assumption 1, and denote
by
jr : Xr -> Wd
the inclusion map.
We call a balloon manifold X admissible if it has a linear sigma model Wd for
each d, and that H^(p) ^ H^(q) for any two distinct fixed points p, q in X. The
main result in this paper is to show that the mirror principle holds for any admissible
balloon manifold.
REMARK 2.6. Condition 4 is actually assuming more than what we need. This
condition can be replaced by the following weaker, but more technical condition. For
each fixed point p and for any d, as a function of a, eG(Xo/Wd)|p has possible zero
only at either 0 or a multiple of a weight A on TPX. In addition if \pq\ is a balloon
and d = (S[pg]; then X/S is at worse a simple zero. For example, the following form
would meet this criterion:

eG(X0/Wd) =

UaUmADa-maa)
UbUn^Db-^a)
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where the raa,n& are nonzero scalars.
1. Projective space Pn with Wd = p(™+1)d+™ is admissible. The
existence of (p was proved in [37], which is the so-called Li-Tian map. The lifted
hyperplane class K has the required property that
EXAMPLE

j*K, = H + (H, r)a = H + ra.
The equivariant Euler class
n

d

eG(PZ/Wd) = JJ n (H - Xi - ma)
{=0 771=1

where A^'s denote the weights of the torus T action on Pn. Clearly the equivariant
classes {H — Xi} has the required property.
EXAMPLE 2. More generally for P(n), we can take Nd(P(n)) to be Wd. In fact
the 51 fixed point components on Nkj are exactly k H- 1 copies P(., r = 0,.., k, of P*.
Each Pj. consists of / +1 tuples of monomials, each being a scalar multiple of WQWi~r.
Similarly the 51 fixed point components on iVd(P(n)) are copies P(n)r, 0 •< r ^ d,
of P(n). All equivariant cohomology classes in iT^(iVd(P(n)) are lifted from iJ|,(Pn)
(cf [37]). Let Ki be the lift of the hyperplane class Hi. of the ith factor Pni. Then

j*Ki = Hi + (Hi,r)a
where jr denotes the inclusion of P(n)r in A^(P(n)). By using the formula in [37], it
is easy to show the equivariant Euler class eG(P(n)o/iVd(P(n))), which is a product
of CG'S in last example, has the required property.
EXAMPLE 3. Let Nkj. be the space of l + l tuples [/o,.., //] of degree k polynomials
fi(woyWi), modulo scalar. Thus iV^ = p('+1)fc+^ it is called the linear sigma model
forP*. (See [37].) Let

Nd(P{n)) := Ndltni * -' * Ndrn,nrn.
Recall that we have a collapsing map tp : Mfc(P/) -> Nk,i, which is G :— S1 x T equivariant. By taking composite with the projection from Md(P(n)) to each M^P71''),
we obtain a G-equivariant map
Md(P(n)) -> Nd(P(n))
which we also denote by (p. Note that Md(X) can be viewed as a cycle in Md(P(n)).
We denote the image cycle (pi(Md(X)) in Nd(P(n)) cp by Nd(X).
If Nd(X) is a manifold or an orbifold, then Properties 1-3 are automatically
satisfied, if furthermore eG(Xo/Wd) has property 4, then we can simply take Wd =
Nd(X) as the linear sigma model.
EXAMPLE 4. Convex toric varieties. In this case Wd is a toric n-fold, as introduced
by Witten [45]and used first by Morrison-Plesser [39]to study quantum cohomology.
Recall that a toric manifold X can be realized as the GIT quotient CN //TQ where
2
TQ is a m-dimensional complex torus acting on C^. Here m — rank H (X,Z),
N = n + m. Let [21, • • • ,£iv] denote the coordinates on C^. Then each Zj can be
viewed as a section of a line bundle Lj on X [14] [39]. Modulo the induced action
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by TQ from C^, a map from P1 into X is uniquely represented by an iV-tuple of
polynomials
[h(w0,wi),-' ,/JV(WO,WI)]
where fj is a section of the line bundle 0(1 j) over P1 with lj = (ci(Lj),d). Let CN(d)
be the vector space of iV-tuple of polynomials of degree (di, • ■ • , (IN) as above. Then
as described in [39], Wd is the GIT quotient by the induced action of T™ on it:
Wd - CN(d)//Tg.
Let M%(X) denote the set of points (/, C) in Md(X) such that C ~ P1. We call
M$(X) the smooth part of Md(X). We can define a map <p0 from MfftX) to Wd in
the following way: each (/, C) gives a map from P1 to X, and modulo the induced Traction, uniquely determines iV-tuple of polynomials as above, therefore gives a point
in Wd, which we define to be the image of (/, C) under (p0. This is clearly a canonical
identification.
It is not difficult to see that the 51-fixed components in Wd can be described as
GIT quotient,
Xrr

(Do,r)

(Do,d—r)

(DN,r)

(DN,d—r)-i\

_ ^jVi / /rrm

The equivariant Euler class of its normal bundle in Wd is
AT

eG(Xr/Wd) = ]l

(Da,d)

H

(Da + {Da,r)a-ka).

a=l k=0,k^{Da,r)

Here Da = ci(La) is the equivariant first Chern class of the line bundle La corresponding to the ath component in the coordinates of X. The lift Da of Da to Wd clearly
has the property
j;Da = Da + (Da,r)a.
As pointed out in [39], the cohomology of Wd are generated by the Da. Thus Wd has
properties 1, 3, and 4. In the next subsection, we establish that the ip0 extends to a
regular G-equivariant map ip from Md(X) to Wd, with property 2. So, for a toric X
we can take its linear sigma model to be Wd as constructed above. It follows that X
is an admissible balloon manifold.
EXAMPLE 5. Our method works well even for certain singular manifolds. We
take weighted projective space as example to illustrate the ideas. Let P^ with a =
(ao, • • • ,an) be a weighted projective space. Let [ZQ, • • • ,zn] be the coordinates for
PJJ, then Zj can be considered as a section of the line bundle 0(aj). Then the linear
sigma model for this weighted projective space is the induced weighted quotient by
S1 on the space of n 4-1 tuple of polynomials [/o(wo>^i)? * • * > fi{wo, wi)] where fj is
a section of the line bundle 0(daj) on P1.
It is known that P£ is equivalent to Pn/Za where Za is a finite group. The
space MdCPa) ^0I ^a 'ls equal to Md(Pn)/Za. On the other hand we can also take
Nd(Pn)/Za as the linear sigma model Wd- In this case Wd is an orbifold, a weighted
projective space. Since the action of Za commutes with the action of torus T, we see
that the induced collapsing map

¥>:

Md(P2)-+Nd{P2)=Wd
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is clearly a regular map. The corresponding equivariant Euler class has the expression:
n

daj

eG(p:/wd)=n n ^H - XJ -ma)
j=0 771=1

with H the T-equivariant hyperplane class and A/s the weights of the T-action.
Examples of singular toric varieties will be discussed again in our subsequent
paper, in which resolution of singularities will be used to reduce to the smooth case.
The above example was motivated by a question of Mazur, who suggested that the
situation of counting rational curves in orbifolds is similar to certain Diophantine
problem in number theory.
EXAMPLE 6. For a general projective manifold X embedded in P(n), assume
it is defined by a system of polynomial equations P(z1,--' ,zn) — 0 where z* =
(z{, • • • , z^.) denotes the coordinate of P7^'. Assume the variety defined by the induced

equation P(/1, • • • , fn) = 0 in Nd(P{n)) where f> = (/f (wo, wi), ■ • • , /£. Kb wi)) is
the tuple of polynomials, the coordinates for the linear sigma model iVd(Pnj), is an
orbifold. Then we can take it to be our linear sigma model Wd- Note that Nd(X) in
Example 3 is embedded inside this Wj. Very likely they are the same.
Though we don't know whether this variety is an orbifold or not, it is clear that
the fixed point compoenents in the above variety are given by Xr's. In fact, we only
need to assume that the localization formula holds on it. This is the case if the fixed
point components embedded into Wd as local complete intersection sub varieties. We
conjecture that this is the case for any convex projective manifold. Later, we will state
a general conjectural Mirror Formula in terms of this Wd.
2.5. Regularity of the collapsing map. For a toric manifold X, the following
lemma show that Wd described in Example 4 is a linear sigma model of X.
LEMMA

2.7.

For toric manifold X, there is a regular extension
ip: Md(X)^Wd

of the map ip0 in Example 4 above.
Proof. We simply follow the argument in [37], together with the construction
in [14]. We will define a morphism cp : Md(X) —> Wd- Let S be the category of all
schemes of finite type (over C) and let
T : S —* (Set)
be the the contra-variant functor that send any S G S to the set of families of stable
morphisms
F:X —¥P1xXxS

over S, where X are families of connected arithmetic genus 0 curves, modulo the
obvious equivalence relation. Note that T is represented by the moduli stack Md(X).
Hence to define the morphism <p, it suffices to define a transformation
tfiJF—^Mor(-,Tyd).
We now define such a transformation. Let S £ S and let £ £ J-(S) be represented
by (X,F). We let pi be the composite of F with the z-th projection of P1 x X x 5
and let pij be the composite of F with the projection from P1 x X x S to the product
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of its z-th and j-th components. We consider the sheaf p^Oxi^j) on X and its direct
image sheaf
Here the Lj are the line bundles on X, as defined in Example 4. As in [37], one can
show that Cj^ is flat in a standard way.
For the same reasoning, the sheaves Cj^ satisfy the following base change property: let p : T —> S be any base change and let p*(£) G ^(T) be the pull back of £.
Then there is a canonical isomorphism of sheaves of CV-modules
(2.2)

Cj^w^ilpi xpyCtf.

Since Cj^ is flat over 5, we can define the determinant line bundle of Cj£, denoted by det(Cj^) which is an invertible sheaf over P1 x 5. Using the Riemann-Roch
theorem, one finds that its degree along fibers over 5 is lj = (ci(Lj),d). Furthermore,
because Cj^ has rank one, there is a canonical homomorphism
(2.3)

CM —> det(£jtz),

so that its kernel is the torsion subsheaf of Cj^.
Let Zj be the j-th homogeneous coordinate of X (Example 4). Then Zj is a section
in H0(X,Lj). Its pull-back is a section of Cj^, which induces a section
aM GiJ0(5,7r5*det(/:M)).
based on 2.3. Then after fixing an isomorphism
(2.4)

det(£^) s 7r*sM (8)

TT^I

Opi (lj)

for some invertible sheaf M of O^-modules, where lj = (ci(Lj), d). We then obtain a
section in
irs*{^Opi (lj)) ®Os M = H$.i (Opi (lj)) 0c M.
So aj^ is determined up to certain constant Xj coming from M.
Now apply the above argument to each Lj, j = I,--- ,iV, we get N sections
[<7i^,--- ,<7jv,d- ^^ ^o^i be the homogeneous coordinate of P1, we will write
CTJ^ = fj(wo,wi) as a homogeneous polynomial of degree lj. In this way we get a
point in CN(d). The constants Xj from M in choosing aj^ must satisfy the relation
n?-Aj
= 1. Here the rij are vectors in an integral lattice, which generate the
1-cones in the defining fan of X, and m is any element in the dual lattice. (See [14].)
For such Aj's we can then find an element g in T™ such that [Ai/i, • • • , AAT/JV]
is transformed to [/i, • • • ,/JV] by g, therefore they represent the same point in WdIn this way, after taking GIT quotient by T™, the induced action on [fi(wo,wi), • • • ,
/JV(^OJ^I)] from the action on C^, for each map (/, C) G Md(X), we have obtained
canonically a point in Wd, therefore a morphism
*(5) :S-^Wd
that is independent of the isomorphisms 2.4. It follows from the base change property
2.2 that the collection ^(S) defines a transformation
V-.F—>Mor(-,Wy,
thus defines the morphism tp as desired.
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The fact that ip : Md(X) -> Wd is S'1 x T^-equivariant follows immediately from
the fact that <p is induced by the transformation ^ of functors. This completes the
proof. □
For another proof of the above lemma we can proceed as follows. We use the
notations as in the above Example 3. We show that the regularity of the collapsing
map for P(n) induces the regularity of the collapsing map for X. For this we only
need to prove that Nd(X), the image ip(Md(X)) in JVd(P(n)) of the collapsing map
for P(n), lies in WdFirst, we show that Wd lies in Nd(P{n)). Note that both Wd and Nd(P(n)) are
toric manifolds, and a Zariski open subset W^ in Wd is embedded G-equivariantly
in iVd(P(n)). Also the G-fixed points in Wd are all in Xr, therefore in P(n)r and
Nd(P(n)). Any point in Wd is in the closure of a generic Gc orbit in Wd passing
through two G fixed points in Xr's. By the equivariance, this Gc orbit is also in
iVrf(P(n)), therefore the closure of this orbit lies in iVd(P(rz)).
Second, we show that Nd(X) lies in Wd- For this we note that tp0 extends to
Md(X), since it is actually the restriction of the corresponding map on Md(P(n)).
Now by taking closure of the inclusion (p(M%(X)) C Wd, which is induced from the
canonical identification, we get
<p(Md(X)) = v{M°d{X)) C Wd = Wd,
since Wd is itself closed.

3. The Gluing Identity.
Returning to the general case, we let X be an
admissible balloon manifold from now on. In this section, we apply the functorial
localization formula to the linear sigma model. The argument used here is modelled
on the one used in [37], except that the T-action is not used here. Thus all the results
in this section hold for manifolds without T action. We will have more to say about
the mirror principle without T action later.
Recall that we have the commutative diagram:
Fr
e \.
Xr

-i>
A

Md{X)
iip
Wd.

We also have the natural forgetting map p : Mo>i(d,-X") —>> Mo,o(d, X), and the projection map TT : Md(X) -> Moto(d,X). Note that we have a commutative diagram
Md(X)
Mo,o(d,X)

**-

MoMX).

Let ip : Md{X) -* Wd, e : Fr -¥ Xr play the respective roles of / : X -» Y,
g : F -* E in the functorial localization formula. Then it follows that
LEMMA 3.1. Given any G-equivariant cohomology class u on Md{X), we have
the following equality on Xr for 0 ■< r ■< d:

eG(Xr/Wd)

= ei

■ \eG(Fr/Md(X))
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Actually this lemma may be viewed as an equivariant version of the so-called
excess intersection formula of [18], Theorem 6.3.
Let Lr denote the line bundle on Mo,i(r, X) whose fiber at (/, C; x) is the tangent
line at the marked point x £ C. Let TTI denote the projection from P1 x X to P1.
The normal bundle of Fr in Md{X) can be computed just as in [37]. For r ^ 0, d,
we have
N(Fr/Md(X)) = H0(Co,

(TTI O

/JTP1) + TXlCo 0 Lr + T^Co 0 Ld_r - ^o-

Here we have used the notations as in [37]: a point (fi,Ci,xi) in Mo,i(r,X) and a
point (f2, 021X2) in Mo,i(<i — r,X) is glued to Co — P1 at 0 and 00 respectively to
get the point (/, C) in Md{X) with C 2^ Ci U Co U C2. Since xi and X2 are mapped
to the same point in X under the projection 7r2 : P1 x X —>> X, so this point can
be considered as a point in Fr by gluing together (/i,Ci,a;i) and (f2,02^X2) at the
marked points. Similarly, for r = 0, d, we have
N(Fo/Md(X)) = tf0(Co,

(TTI O

fYTP1) + T^Co 0 Ld - Aco

and

N(Fd/Md(X)) - if0(Co, (Tn O /rTP1) + rX2Co ® Ld - Ac0.
In the above iJ0(Co, (TTI O /)*TP1) corresponds to the deformation of Co; TXlCo 0 £r
and TX2Co 0 £d-r correspond respectively to the deformations of the nodal points Xi
and X2; Ac0 denotes the automorphism group to be quotiented out.
The equivariant Euler classes of the normal bundles above are computed as in
[37], to which we refer the readers for details. For r ^ 0, d, the equivariant Euler
classes are:
eG(Fr/Md(X)) = -a(-a + ci(Ld_r)) • a(a + ci(Lr))
where the two factors on the right hand side are pullbacked to Fr from Mo}i(d — r, X),
Mo,i(r, X) respectively. For r = 0,d, we have
eG(Fo/Md(X)) = -a(-a + c^)), eG(Fd/Md(X)) = a(a + ci(Ld))
respectively. Combining this with the preceding lemma, we get the following equality
onX = Xo:
3oV\(u)
(
*oM
eoiXo/Wd)
• \a(a - diLd))
Here we have dropped the subscript from evd. In particular, if ip is a class on
Mo,o(d,X), then for u = TT*^, we get io(uj) = ioC71"*^) — P*^- This yields
LEMMA 3.2. Given any T-equivariant cohomology class ip on Mo,o{d,X), we
have the following equality on X:

eG{XolWd)

LEMMA

— ev\
■\a{a-Cl{Ld))j

3.3. For 0 ■< r -< d, we have the following equality on X:
eaiXrlWd) = eG{X0IWr)eG{X0IWd-r).
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In particular, we have
eG(Xd/Wd) = eG(Xo/Wd).

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
Fr
eI

(3.1)

^

Moti(r,X)xM0tl{d-r,X)
I evr x evd-r

x A

xxx

where A is the diagonal map, and Ao is the inclusion induced by A. In particular, by
definition we have (evr x e't;d_r)*A!(l) = (Ao)!(l). So we have
(3.2)

A*(ei;r x evd-r)i(Lj) - eiA^o;)

for any class to on Mo,i (r, X) x Mo,i (d-r, X). Now put CJ =
Then 3.2 becomes
{eVr)

'-eG(F0/Mr(Xyj '

{eVd r)

- '-eG(F0/Md-r(X))

1
a(a+c l(Lr))

x a^,,.^,^).

= e

'eG(Fr/Md(X))-

Since y? : Md(X) -4 Wd is an isomorphism on a Zariski open set, we see that
^(l) = 1. In fact, by Prop. (5.3.3) [1], (fi preserves degree because since Md(X) and
Wd have the same dimension. So ip\(l) G HQ(Wd) is a constant. By restricting to the
Zariski open set on which (p is an isomorphism, we find (p\(l) = 1.
By taking I/J — 1 in the preceding lemma, we get
t

1
•eG(Fo/Mr(X))

1
.
eG(Xo/Wr)' v

.
1
- -eG(Fo/Md_r(X))

a r/

1
eG(Xo/Wd_r)'

By taking w = 1 in Lemma 3.1, we get
1
_
1
eG(FrIMd{X)) - eG{XrIWdy

eX

Combining the last four equations yields our assertion. □
Fix a T-equivariant multiplicative class fry. Fix a T-equivariant bundle of the
form V = V+ 0 y_, where V*1 are respectively the convex/concave bundles, (cf.
[37].) We call such a V a mixed bundle. We assume that

is a well-defined invertible class on X. By convention, if V = V^ is purely convex/concave, then fi = 6T(^±)±1- Recall that the bundle V -> X induces the bundles
Vd -* MoMX), Ud -> Mo,i(d,X), Ud -> Md(X).
Moreover, they are related by Ud = p*Vd, l(d = 7r*Vd, Throughout this section, we
denote
Q: Qd:=<P\(n*bT(Vd)).
If a; is a class on Wd, we write
•*
r

which is a class on X = Xr.

v .

■

Jr

eG{XrIWd)
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3.4. For 0 ^ r ■< d,
ni*rQvd=ilQvilQvd_r.

Proof. For simplicity, let's consider the case V = V^. The general case is entirely
analogous.
Recall that a point (/, C) in Fr C Md comes from gluing together a pair of stable
maps (/I,CI,:EI),(/2,C2,£2) with fi{xi) = /2OE2) = p e X. From this, we get an
exact sequence over C:
0 -> f*v -> /fy 0 /2*y -> y|p ^ 0.
Passing to cohomology, we have
0 -> H\C,rV) -> H*{CURV) (BH0(C2JZV) -> y|p ^ 0.
Hence we obtain an exact sequence of bundles on Fr:
0 -> i;wd -> £/; © ^_r -^ e*F -> 0.
Here i*Ud is the restriction to Fr of the bundle Ud ->• Md(X). And [7^ is the pullback
of the bundle Ur -> Mo,i(^, X), and similarly for U,d_r. Taking the multiplicative
characteristic class br, we get the identity on Fr:
e*bT(V)bT(i*rlld) = bT(U^bT(U'd_r).
This is what we call the gluing identity.
Now put
bT(Ur)
,
briUd-r)
eG(Fr/Mr(X))
eG(F0/Md-r(X))'
From the commutative diagram 3.1, we have the identity:
A*(eiv x evd-r)\{u) — eiA^o;).
On one hand is
A*/
..
W \ /
\
bT{Ur)
bT(Ud-r
A (evr x evd-r)\(v) = (evr)i—
• (e^-rj!
v
a r/
•eG(Fr/Mr(X))
- -eG(Fo/M,_r(X))
\eVr)\

/r, ,*, f

\\

V
■eG(Fr/Mr(X))

' v\evd-r)\a rj

- 'eG(Fo/Md-r(X))

— ioQr ioQd-n
the last equality being a consequence of Lemma 3.2. On the other hand, applying the
gluing identity, we have
a(a + ci (Lr)) a(a - ci (Ld-r))
e*bT(V)i*bT(Ud)
= ei
eG(Fr/Md(X))
i;bT{Ud)
= MV) ei
■eG{FTIMd{X))
= 6r(V)i;Q2,
the last equality being a consequence of Lemma 3.1. This proves our assertion. □
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REMARK 3.5.
(a) // we take V to be the trivial line bundle, and br to be the total Chern class, then
the preceding lemma reduces to Lemma 3.3.
(b) All the lemmas in this section, in fact, holds for a general projective manifold X
without T-action, provided that we still have the S1 -equivariant map ip : Md(X) -»
Wd, with properties 1.-2. stated in section 2. All G-equivariant classes above are
then replaced by their S1 -equivariant counterparts.

4. Euler Data. Notations: We denote by /^ the G-equivariant class on Wd with
the property that j*K,i = Hi + (Hi,r)a. By the localization theorem, /q is determined
by these restriction conditions, and is a class in the localized equivariant cohomology
of Wd. More generally a class 0 G H^(X) has a G-equivariant lift 0 G iJ^(l^)
determined by j*^ = fi + {4>,r)a. We denote by {Hj,{X)) the ring generated by
H^(X)y and by Rd the ring generated by their lifts $. We put 7Z — Q(T*)[a], where
Q(T*) is the rational function field on the Lie algebra of T. For convenience, we
introduce the notations
ft . £ = /CC := KiCl + • • • + ftmCm
eG(Xr/Wd)
where u is a class on Wd.
It is often necessary to work over a larger field than C for coefficients of cohomology groups. For example when we consider the case of the equivariant Chern
polynomial CT, a formal variable x is introduced. In this case we replace everywhere
the scalars C by C(x). This will be implicit in all of the discussion below.
Recall the localization formula:

IwS

^JxeaiXrlWa)-

We shall often apply the following version:
g^C + ^cr)^
'Wd

O^r^d*

4.1. Fix an invertible class ft G H^X)"1.
HQ(Wd)~ , d y 0, is a Q-Euler data if on X,
DEFINITION

A list P :

Pd G

1

Q A* pv _ l * pv l *r
pv
r^d — 0^r Q d-r

lL l

(called Euler data identity) for all r < d, and the Jw Pd • u are polynomial in a for
all LJ G Rd- By convention we set PQ = ft.
EXAMPLE 0. In the last section we have proved, using the gluing identity, that the
data Q : Qd — ^P\{^bT{Vd)) associated with a mixed bundle V and a multiplicative
class br satisfies the Euler data identity. This indicates that the gluing identity is
really the geometric origin of Euler data. This is what motivates our definition of Euler
data. Note that since Qd is the equivariant push-forward of a class in ^^(M^X)), the
polynomial condition on Q is automatic. This condition will be needed when mirror
transformation is discussed.
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EXAMPLE 1. Let L be any equivariant line bundle with ci(L) > 0. Let L be the
G-equivariant lift of Ci(L).
<ci(L),d>

Pd

= 11 (^"M

is an H-Euler data where fi = ci(L).
EXAMPLE 2. Let L be any equivariant line bundle with ci(L) < 0. Let L be the
G-equivariant lift of Ci(L).

Pd =

JJ

(L + fca)

is an fi-Euler data where fi = ci(L)~1.
EXAMPLE 3. If P, P' are fi, O'-Euler data respectively, then P • P' is a fiO'-Euler
data as shown in [37].
EXAMPLE

4. Let L be as in Example 1, and x be a formal variable. Then
<ci(LM>

ft= n

(Z+^-M

A;=0

is an H-Euler data where H =

CT(L)

denotes the Chern polynomial.

In each of Examples 1-4 above, the Euler data identity follows immediately from
the algebraic identity fi i*-Pd — J^Pr JoPd-r, and Lemma 3.3.
Strictly speaking, in the examples above, we must require that ci (L) be an invertible class. This requirement can be easily met by twisting L by a trivial line bundle
on which T acts by a suitable weight. In the end, we will only be interested in the
nonequivariant limit of an Euler data. Thus the choice of twisting is of no consequence
at the end. Alternatively, we can consider the Chern polynomial or the total Chern
class (which is automatically invertible) instead of the first Chern class.
4.1. An algebraic property. Let S denotes the set of sequences B : Bd G
1
dyQ. By convention, we set BQ = 17.

HQ(X)~ ,

DEFINITION

4.2.

Given any B G S, define the formal series

HG[B](t) :=e-H^a [ft + ^ Pd e** J .

Note that eH't/aHG[B](t) takes value in the ring ^(X)"1^^]. (Notations: if
R is a ring, hen ft[[ifv]] := {J2deA ^^'^d € ft}. We use the notations e** = e^Ht^
interchangeably.)
Let P be an Euler data, and let B be the list with Bd '.— i^Pd- By the localization
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formula and the Euler data identity, we have

[ Pd e"< = T f ZP* eH<+<H<>r>a

Jwd

r^dJx

Here t = (a H- r. Note that ( = —£, a = —a, and all other variables are invariant
under the "bar" operation. Now multiply both sides by ed'T and sum over d 6 Kv,
we get the formula:
y2edT [ Pd eK< = / O"1 HG[B](Ca + T)
Jwd
Jx
d

(4.1)

HG[B](T).

By definition, the coefficient of ed"r on the right hand side is a power series in £ with
coefficients which are polynomial in a, ie. the series lies in 7£[[er,C]].
Conversely, given B G S such that
/ H-1 HG[B]{Ca + T)
Jx

HG[B]{T) E

^[[eT,C]],

there exists a unique Euler data P : Pd satisfying 4.1. Namely, Pd is defined by the
conditions
j^Pd = n-'edXr/Wd) Wr Bd-rThus an Euler data P gives rise to a list B G S in a canonical way. Abusing the
terminology, we shall call such a B an Euler data.

5. Linking and Uniqueness.
5.1. Letw G H^{X)~l{a). Suppose that
(a) for each q G XT, ujq(a) := u(a)\q is a Laurent polynomial in a with degauj(a) <
-2;
(b) the power series in (: fx (Ld(a)eH<: + u(—a)eH':+^H,:^ a) has coefficients which
are polynomial in a.
Then u = Q.
LEMMA

Proof. Suppose
can write

LJ

/ 0, and we will get a contradiction. By assumption (a), we
uq(a)

er(q/X)

= aaa-k + M-*4"1 + "

which is a finite, sum, with aq independent of a and k > 2. By supposition, not all
the aq are zero. By localization, we get

JX
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By assumption (b), order by order in £, this expression is polynomial in a. Since
k > 2, the polar term with a~k must vanish, and so

£age*<(*)(l + (-l)*)=0.
Since not all aq are zero and the functions eH<:^ are linearly independent, it follows
that k is odd. Now the coefficient of a~k+l becomes

5>*<<'>(2&9-ag<ffc,d» = 0.'
Again by linear independence of the exponential functions, it follows that aq = 0 = bq
for all q, which is a contradiction. □
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose A,B are Euler data with Ar = Br for all r -< d. Suppose that the {Ad — Bd)\q, q G XT, are Laurent polynomial in a. Suppose also that
dega(Ad - Bd) < -2. Then Ad = Bd.
Proof. It suffices to show that
u(a) := Ad - Bd
has property (b) of the preceding lemma.
Let A', be the coefficient of ed'T in the series

L

Q^HGlA^Ca + T)HG[A](T).
ix
Likewise for the B'd. Since A,B are Euler data, A'd^B'd are power series in £ with
coefficients which are polynomial in a. Explicitly,
A,

d = Y, [ n-^Are1"** Ad-r

and likewise for the B'd. Using that Ar — Br, r -< d, and that AQ = BQ = Q, we see
that A^ — B'd is a sum over r with only two surviving terms, corresponding to r = 0, d.
That is,
A!d -B'd= f (u(a)eH< +a;(-a)e^+<^c^ «) .
Since both A'd,Bd have coefficients which are polynomial in a, this shows that the
class u(a) has property (b) of the preceding lemma. D
DEFINITION 5.3. Two Euler data A,B are linked if for every balloon pq in X
and every d = 5\pq] y 0,
(Ad-Bd)\q

is regular at a = j where A is the weight on the tangent line Tq(pq).
Suppose A, B both come from Euler data Q,P respectively, ie. Ad = ioQd and
Bd = ioPd> Suppose also that
(5-1)

j*0(Pd)\q = fo(Qd)\g ata = X/5.

whenever d — (5[pg] >- 0 as above. Recall that a — X/S is at worst a simple pole of
l/eG(Vb/W^)|g. It follows that {Ad — Bd)\q is regular at this value. This shows that
the conditions 5.1 guarantee that A,B are linked.
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THEOREM 5.4. Suppose A,B are linked Euler data satisfying the following properties: for d y 0,
(i) If q G XT', the only possible poles of (Ad — Bd)\q are scalar multiples of a weight
on TqX.
(ii) dega(Ad-Bd) < -2.
Then A = B.
Proof. We will prove, by induction, the assertion that Ad = Bd for all d. If
d = 0, there is nothing to prove. Suppose the assertion holds for all r -< d. Set
u)q(a) := (Ad — Bd)\q as before. We will show, under assumption (i), that the ujq(a) are
Laurent polynomial in a. It follows then, from the preceding lemma and assumption
(ii), that Ad = Bd.
Let A G T* - 0. We will show that each ujq(a) is regular at a — A. Recall the
power series in £: A^B^ with coefficients polynomial in a as in the preceding proof.
Thus for any integers k,l > 0,
Resa=x ((a - A)*(a + A)'(4, - B'd)) = 0.
Also recall that

K - B'd

J
T

q€x

'

IT{qlX)
w/

'

From the preceding two equations, we get

(5.2)

qexr eT[q/ )
+eHc(<i)+(Hc,d)\ReSa^a _ A^(a

+

xyUq(-a)^ .

If Resa=x(a — X)k(a + X)lujq(—a) = 0 for all q, then the preceding equation shows that
Resa==x(a — X)k(a + X)l(jjq(a) — 0 for all q, because the vectors H^(q) are distinct.
Similarly if Resa=\(a—X)k(a+X)lLuq(a) = 0 for all q, then we have Resa=\(a—X)k(a+
X)lLJq(—a) — 0 for all q. In either case, we conclude that each ujq(a) is regular at a = A.
So if a = A is a pole of a uq(a), then we necessarily have Resa=\(a—X)k(a-\-X)lujq(a) ^
0 and Resa=x(a — X)k(a + X)lujp(—a) ^ 0 for some p, q and some /, A:, such that
Hc(q)=Hs(p) + (H0d)X,
to ensure cancellation of the exponential functions in 5.2. Note that since d y 0 and
A 7^ 0, we have p ^ q. By our assumption (i), the pole a = X of uq(a) must be of the
form A = Y ^ 0 for some weight A' on TqX, and some scalar 5/0. By Lemma 2.4,
p, q must be joined by a balloon, d = 5[pq], and A7 is the weight on the tangent line
Tq(pq). Thus if d is not a multiple of [pg], then we have shown that 0Jq{a) is regular
away from a = 0.
Now suppose that d = S\pq], and consider the only possible pole of ujq(a) at
a = y / 0, as above. By hypothesis, A, 5 are linked. But this means that ujq(a) is
regular at a = y / 0. □
REMARK 5.5. /n oitr applications later, the situation is better then the conditions
(i)-(ii) demand. We will have two Euler data A, B such that Ad, Bd separately, rather
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than just Ad — Bd, will satisfy both conditions (i)-(ii) at the outset. In this situation,
to prove that A = B, it suffices to prove that they are linked.

6. Mirror Transformations. Throughout this section, we fix an invertible
class Vt on X, and will denote by A the set of H-Euler data.
DEFINITION 6.1. A map /J, : A —> A is called a mirror transformation if it
preserves linking. In other words, fi(A) and A are linked for any A G A. We call
fi(A) a mirror transform of A.

We now consider a construction of mirror transformations, as motivated by the
classic example of [12]. Consider a transformation fi : S -> 5, B —> B, of the type
Bd = Bd + Y,ad,rBr

(6.1)

where the ad,r € HQ(X)~1 are a given set of coefficients. This transformation is
obviously invertible, and preserves BQ = 0.
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose that B,B are both Euler data. Let d — 5\pq\ >- 0 for some
balloon pq in X. Suppose that the coefficients in 6.1 are such that their restrictions
a
d,r(q), T -< d, to the fixed point q are regular at a = X/S where A is the weight on
Tq(pq)- Then (Bd — Bd)\q is regular at a = X/S.

Proof. From 6.1, it suffices to show that the functions Br\q, 0 -< r -< d, are regular
at a = X/S. Suppose the contrary that some Br \q — 0 has a pole of order k + 1 there.
Since B is a Euler data, we know that

B'r:=Y, [ Q^e^Bse^^ Br.s
is a power series in £ with coefficients polynomial in a.
By the localization formula,

Now multiply both sides by (a — X/S)k and take residue at a = X/S. We get
0 =

E E e

eHclo)+<Hc,a)X/S

(l/X)

te8a=x/6(<* - X/S)kn(o)-lBs(o)Br_s(o).

By assumption, the summand above with s — 0, o — q is nonzero. Observe that this
term has an exponential factor eH^q\ Thus in order to cancel this term, any other
term contributing to this cancellation must have an identical exponential factor. This
means that
H<:(q)=Hc(o) + (H(:,s)X/6
for some 5 with s ■< r, and some o G XT. By Lemma 2.4, this implies that s — £[pg],
contradicting that s ■< r -< d. □
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DEFINITION 6.3. The transformation 6.1 is said to have the regularity property if
for every balloon pq in X and d = S[pq], the coefficients are such that their restrictions
a
d,r{q), T -< d, are regular at a = X/S where A is the weight on Tq(pq).

Thus the preceding lemma says that transformation 6.1 having the regularity
property preserves linking.
Again, motivated by [12] and [28], we consider the following special types of
transformations. Given a power series / G 7£[[ifv]] with no constant term, we have
an invertible transformation fif : <S -> S, B H-» J5, such that
efla HG[B]{t)=HG[B](t).
In fact, we have
Bd = Bd + 2_^ fd-rBr
r^d

where e^a = ^2sy0 fsZ8'1, fs € T^fa-1]. This is clearly a transformation of type
6.1 having the regularity property. (In fact, all the coefficients fd-r are regular away
from a = 0.)
Given power series g = (gi, ..,gm), gj 6 7£[[iiTv]] with no constant term, we have
an invertible transformation Ug : S —> S, B h-» B, such that
HG[B](t + g) = HG[B](t).
In fact since
HG[B](t + g) = e-H-t/ae-H-g/a ^ ^ e^e^9,
dyo

if we write e^ = E^o^^6"'' 9d,8 e K and e-^^/« = E^o^6"'' 9* £ K[H/a],
then
Bd = Bd + 2_^ ad,rBr
r^d

where the a^r ^ HQ(X)~1 are quadratic expressions in the g,g. Thus we obtain
another transformation S -* S of type 6.1, again having the regularity property.
THEOREM 6.4. The transformations /i/,^ : B i-> B above each defines a mirror
transformation. That is, if B is a Euler data then iif(B) and Vg{B) are both Euler
data linked to B.

Proof. Let B be a given Euler data. We have seen that the preceding lemma
guarantees that fJLf{B), Vg{B) are linked to B. So it suffices to show that they are
Euler data.
First case: set B = Vg{B), ie.
HG[B)(t)=HG[B){t + g(et)).

(6.2)

(Here e* means the variables (e*1,.., etrn).) Set t — Qa-^r, qi = eTi. On the one hand,
we have
(6.3)

f fi-1 HG[B}(t)
•'

x

HG[B}(T)

= ^qd C B'd,m{a)
d,m
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for some B,drn elZ. Now compare
(*) f ft"1 HG[B](t)
Jx

HG[B}(T)

(**) / ft"1 HG[B](t + g(e*))
Jx

= f Cl-ie^Y^Bde^e^" x y2Bded'r
Jx

HG[B}(T

+ g(eT))

= [ VL-leH<eH-^qeCa)-9{q))/a

Jx
x V Bded^TJr9{q))ed'^qe(:a)~9{q))+d<a

This shows that the series (**) can be obtained from (*) by the replacements r \-^
r + g(q), C i-* C + (S(Qe^a) - 9(Q))/a- Thus combining 6.2 and 6.3, we get
(6.4)

L

(T1 HG[Bm HG[B]{T) = Yjqded-9(q) (C + (fl(ge^) - 5(g))/a)ra 2^m(a).

X

cZ,m

Now write g = g+ + g^ with ^± = it^±. Obviously for any g(g) G 7£[[(/]], ^(^e^) —
g+(q) € a • 7^[[g, ("]]• Since the involution UJ \-^ cu on JZ simply changes the sign of a,
the fact that #_ is odd shows that g-(q) G a • 7£[[(/]]. Likewise for g-(qe^a). This
shows that 6.4 lies in TZ[[q, (}}. This completes our proof in this case.
Second case: set B — fjif(B), ie.
HG[B](t) = ef/a HG[B](t).
Again writing / G ^[[e£]] as / = /+ + /_ with f± = ±f±, we get

L

x

ft"1 HG[B]{t) HG[B}(r) = e"1^'01 e^*/* / ft"1 HG[E\(t)
Jx

HG[B](T)

x / ft"1 irG[5](t) ffG[5](r).
The right hand side lies in 7£[[<7, C]] as before. D
REMARK 6.5. All mirror transformations we will use later will be of the type
Hf^Vg as above. Moreover, all Euler data we will encounter will have property (i) of
Theorem 5.4- The transformations /i/,^ clearly preserve this property.
THEOREM 6.6. Suppose that A,B have property (i) of Theorem 5.4, and that
A,B are linked. Suppose that A is an Euler data with degaAj < —2 for all d -< 0, and
that there exists power series f G 7£[[iiTv]], g = (gi,..,gm); gj G 7^[[JK'V]], all without
constant term, such that

(6.5)

ef/aHG[B](t) = ft - ft^'^"^ + O^"2)
a

when expanded in powers of a~1. Then
HG[A}(t + g) = ef/a HG[B]{t).
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Proof. By Theorem 6.4, /, g define two mirror tramsformations ///, i/^, with
HG[B]{t) = e!laHG[B}{t)
HG[A}{t) = HG[A}{t + g)
where B = /i/(i?), A — Vg(A). Now both B, A have property (i) of Theorem 5.4. (See
remark after Theorem 6.4.)
Since degaAd < -2, HG[A](t) has the same asymtotic form as HG[B](t) in eqn.
6.5 mod 0(a-2). It follows that
eHt/a HG[A - B](t) = 0(a-2),
or equivalently dega(Ad — Bd) < —2. Thus A, i5 satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem 5.4.
Since A is linked to B, it follows that A is linked to J3. By Theorem 5.4, we conclude
that A = B. Now our assertion follows from eqns. 6.6. □
REMARK 6.7. The preceding theorem says that one way to compute A (or Q)
is by first finding an explicit Euler data B linked to A, and then relate A and B via
mirror transformations.

7. From stable map moduli to Euler data. Fix an admissible balloon manifold with ci(X) > 0. Fix a T-equivariant multiplicative class br- Its nonequivariant
limit is denoted by b. Fix a T-equivariant bundle of the form V = V+ © V", where
V± are respectively the convex/concave bundles. As before, we write
n _ bT(V+)

bT(v-)Let Vd be the bundle induced by V on the 0-pointed degree d stable map moduli of
X. Throughout this section, we denote
Q: Qd:=<Pi(ir*bT(Vd))
Kd := (

b(Vd)

JM0,o(d,X)

^■.= J2Kdedt
A: Ad:= i*QQvd.

Note that all these objects depend on the choice of br and V, though the notations
do not reflect this.
7.1. The Euler data Q.
THEOREM 7.1. (i) degaAd < -2.
(ii) If for each d the class &T(KZ) has homogeneous degree the same as the degree of
Mo^(d^X), then in the nonequivariant limit we have

L'

e-Ht/aAd = a-3(2-d-t)Kd,t

L

<9#,

(HG{A}(t) - fi-*-«/«n) = a-3(2$ - 5>^
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Proof. Earlier we have proved that

Va(a-ci(L))y
where L = Ld is the line bundle on Alo,i(^) -X") whose fiber at a point (/, (7; x) is the
tangent line at x.
Assertion (i) now follows immediately from this formula. The second equality in
assertion (ii) follows from the first equality. By the above formula again,

I := f e-Ht/aAd
Jx

I
I

Mo,i(d,x)
JN

e -ev'H-t/a

P'KVd)
a(a-ci(L))
p — ev* Ht/cx

b(Vd)pi'
Mo,o(d,X)
' Wa-Ci(L))/ '
JA

Now bCVd) has homogeneous degree the same as the dimension Mo,o(d, X). The second
factor in the last integrand contributes a scalar factor given by integration over a
generic fiber E (which is a P1) of p. So we pick out the degree 1 term in LQ_C ,L\\,
which is just ~ev*sH't + ^3 • Restricting to the generic fiber E, say over (/, C) G
Moyo(d, X), the evaluation map ev is equal to /, which is a degree d map E = P1 -> X.
It follows that

L

ev*H = d.

E

Moreover, since ci(L) restricted to E is just the first Chern class of the tangent bundle
to E, it follows that
ci(L) = 2.

/.E
So we have
/= (
THEOREM 7.2.
of the form

r

a6

+ —)K
d. D
a6

More generally suppose br is an equivariant multiplicative class

bT(V) = xr + a;r-16i(y) + • • • 4- br(V), rk V = r
where x is a formal variable, hi is a characteristic class of degree i. Suppose s :=
rk Vd — dim Moyo(d,X) > 0 is independent of d y 0. Then

Proo/. The proof is entirely analogous to (ii) above. □
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7.2. Linking theorem for A. Now consider a mixed bundle V = V+(BV~ on X.
Fixed a choice of equivariant multiplicative class br- We assume that V has the following property: there exists nontrivial T-equivariant line bundles Lf,.., L^+] L^ ,.., L~_
on X with ci(Lf) > 0 and Ci(Lj) < 0, such that for any balloon pq = P1 in X we
have
_ r)N±T±\
\pq —f^1=1^1
\pq.

V±\

V

Note that N± = rk V±. We also require that

bT(V+)/bT(V-) = Y[bT(Lt)/l[bT(Lj).
i

3

In this case we call the list (Lf,.., L^+; L^",.., I^_) the splitting type of V. Note that
V is not assumed to split over X. Given such a bundle V and a choice of multiplicative
class &T5 we obtain an Euler data Q : Qd = (pii^briVd)) (or A) as before.
THEOREM 7.3. Let br — e-T be the equivariant Euler class. Let pq be a balloon,
d = S\pq] >- 0, and A be the weight on the tangent line TQ(pq). Then at a — X/S, we
have
(ci(L+),d)

-<ci(L-),d)-l

L

jo(Qd)\q=n n H t)u -kx/s) x n
i

k=0

n

j

H^U+ws).

k=l

In particular Q is linked to

p:

(ci(Lt),d)

=

-(ciCLJ)^)-!

^ n n (Lt-ka)xY[
i

k=0

n

j

(LT+***).

k=l

Proof. We first consider one positive line bundle L. As in [37], we consider a
point (/, C) E Md{X) where / is 5-cover from C — P1 to the balloon pq ~ P1. For
a = A/J, this map can be written as
/: C-^P1 xpgCP1 xX
where the second map is the inclusion. In terms of coordinates we can write the first
map as
/:

[W^WI]-+[WI,WQ]X[WI,W[].

Note that the T-action induces standard rotation on pq ~ P1 with the weights Ai, A2
and A = Ai — A2. It is now easy to see that this point (/, C) is fixed by the subgroup
of G with a = X/S. On the other hand as argued in [37], (7^ o /, C) is then a smooth
fixed point in Mo,o(d,X) under the T-action. The restriction j^Qdlp with a = X/S
is equal to the value of erittd) at (/, C). This, in turn, is equal to the restriction of
eriVd) at (7r2 o f,C) in Moto(d,X).
Assume the restriction of L to pq ~ P1 is 0(1) with / = (ci(L), {pq])- We compute
that the equivariant Euler class restricted to this point (7^ o /, C). As in [37], we get

eT(ud)=n^i-™
m=0

A,
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Also note that ci(L)(p) = IXi and d = 5\pq], this implies that Qd = Wii^eTiVd)) is
linked to
(ci(L),d)

Pd=

H

(ci(L)-ma).

Similarly for a concave line bundle L, if its restriction to the balloon pq is 0(—l)
with -I = (ci(L), [pg]), then
A,
eT(Ud)= Hi-lXi+m-)
5'
m= —
which implies the formula that in this case Qd is linked to
-(ci(L),d>-l

Pd=

H

(ci(£)+ma).

The general case is just a product of these cases. □
Similarly we can prove the following formula for the Chern polynomial.
THEOREM 7.4. Let bx — CT be the equivariant Chern polynomial. Let pq be
a balloon, d — S\pq\ >- 07 and A be the weight on the tangent line Tq(pq). Then at
a — \/5, we have
<Cl(z,+),d>

-(ci(Lr),d>-i

fo(Qd)\q=T[ H ^ + c1(Lt)\q-kX/6)xl[
i

k=0

j

fj

(x + Cl(Lj)\q + kX/S).

k=l

In particular Q is linked to
(ci(Lt),d>

p: Pd

-(ci(L7),d>-i

+

x

=n n ^ tt - ^ n
i

A;=0

j

n

k=l

o*+£7+*«)•

8. Applications.
8.1. Toric manifolds. We call a toric manifold X reflexive if its defining fan satisfies the following combinatorial condition: the convex hull of the primitive generators
of the 1-cones in the fan is a reflexive polytope. It has been shown [4][41] that a pair of
polar reflexive polytopes gives rise to a pair of mirror (in the sense of Hodge numbers)
Calabi-Yau varieties, by taking anti-canonical hypersurfaces in the corresponding reflexive toric manifolds. It has been conjectured that [5] a similar statement holds for
complete intersections in toric manifolds. It is known that [29] a toric manifold X is
reflexive iff ci(X) > 0. We shall assume that X is reflexive. Recall that for a (convex)
toric manifold X, we have
(Da,d)

eG(Xo/Wd) = l[ J] (Da-ka)
a

k=l

where each Da is the T-equivariant first Chern classes of the line bundles corresponding
to a T-invariant hypersurfaces in X.
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8.2. Chern polynomials for mixed bundles. To proceed, we make two
further choices: let LT be the T-equivariant Chern polynomial CT, and let V = V+(BV~
be a mixed bundle with splitting type (L*, ..,Z^+;Lj~,..,L^_). Here the L's are Tequivariant line bundles on X with
ci(L+)>0, c1(L7)<0,

0 := CT(V+)/CT(V-) = Y[(x + Cl(L+))/ JJ^ + ^(LJ))
i

i

3

j

From this, we get an H-Euler data Q : Qd — ^X^criVd)) as before. By the Linking
Theorem, Q is linked to the Euler data
(ci(L + ),d)

p: Pd=n

n

-(dCLT)^)-!

(«+^ - *«) x n

n

^+L-+&*).

As before, we set
B: Bd = i*0Pl A : ^ = OTWe consider three separate cases. We will be using the elementary formula
M

(8.i)

M

1

n^-^-^a-^)
k=l

k=l

where " =" here means equal mod 0(a-2), to compute the leading terms of
(ci(L+),d)

-(dCLr)^)-!

^=11 II ^ + c1(Lt)-ka)xl[
i

k=0

j

H

(x + c^L^ + ka)

k=l

1

=n cr(V-) a-»- ft

0

i

fc=l

v

a

(^4^-*)

-(Cl(L-),d>-l

J

"i

First suppose that rk V

=N

""y"nani=rd>(^-fc)'

> 2. In this case we have

degaBd = -rk V~ < -2
and hence

HG[B](t)=n-n — .
a
By Theorem 6.6, we conclude that A — B and Q = P. This completes the computation
of A and Q in this case.
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Now consider the case rk V~ = N~ — 1, hence V~ is a line bundle. In this case
we have

g(, = a-1n(» + ^(0)(-i)<cl(y"^Hci(0,4)-i)»n^ff^f!
=: a-1 n (^ Hi(j>dti + Vd)
where the 0d,i € Q, ipd € QfT*?^]? are determined uniquely by the writing ci(Vr~) 6
iJ^X) in the last equality, according to the decomposition Hj.(X) = ©^iQi^i 0T*.
Hence we get
Summing over d G i;^v, we get
HG[B](t) = 0(1 - a-1^ • (t + F) + oT^G)
dt

F:=-Y,he

From this we get
e-G/« HG[B}(t) = n - n^'^^
By Theorem 6.6, we conclude that
e-G/aHG[B](t) - ffG[A](t + F).

(8.3)

This completes our computation of A and Q in this case.
Recall that
dim Mo,o (d, X) = (ci (X), d) + n - 3

rA: F, - 2(ci(L+),d) - J^LJ),^ + iV+ - iV_
*
i
= (ci(X),d)+rA: y+-rA:y-.
To applied Theorem 7.2, we assume that rk V+ — rk V~ > n — 3, and we determine
all Kd immediately. Explicitly (in the nonequivariant limit T* —» 0):
(8.4)

a (s)' ^ X (e"G/OHGiBi('» - «-"*-0) - ■-'-<»« - E ^)where s := rfc F"1" — rk V~ — (n — 3), i := t + i7^). Note that this same formula
applies also when rk V~ > 2, whereby we put G, F = 0.
We now consider the case when V is purely convex: N~ = 0.
8.3. Convex bundle. We will denote the Lf simply by L;. Using formulas
8.1 and 8.2, we get
rr /„ rr \
llaX

a,

=: fiAd -f a

-1

<Da d)

'

^\F
/

a

^ ffi0dft 4- a~ Vd

k=l

i

(ci(Li),d)
i

k=l

1
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Here the \d,4>d,i 6 Q, i>d € Q[T*,x] are determined uniquely by the writing each
Da,ci(Li) G Hj'(X) in the last equality, according to the decomposition Hj.{X) —
©^Q.Ei © T*. Since e-^/" = 1 - Q;-1^ • *, we get

Summing over d G Ky, we get
#G[B](t) = fi (Fo - arxE ■ (Fot + F) + a^G)
Fo

^l + X^e*'
Pd e^

G

= E^ e

di

.

Put f := a log FQ - j?-. Then we get

,.

ej/a HG[B](t) = fi - fi

H-(t + f)
a

Z^-

By Theorem 6.6, we conclude that
ef/a HG[B}(t) = HG[A](t + -f).
Fo

(8.5)

This completes our computation of A and Q in this case.
Again to apply Theorem 7.2, we assume that rk V > n — 3, and determine all K^
immediately. Explicitly:
(8.6)

3 s
( Y ilx 0 f („f/«
unrm^ e„-H-i/an\
.-3^-^o^^
V^ ; $&
h (i)
= Ix (ef/a HG[Bm
- ~Hrt/an) =_ «^" (2*(*) -E**
atH1

d

d

where 5 := rA; V — (n — 3), t := t + Ziil
^r^yLet us now specialize to the case rk V = n — 3 (ie. 5 = 0), and V = 0iL;.
We can then set x = 0, so that br — CT becomes the equivariant Euler class e^,
and the Kd is just the intersection numbers for e{Vd). Then the formula 8.6 yields
the general formula derived in [28] and in [27], on the basis of the conjectural mirror
correspondence. Note that

^E

n«^a,d>!

is an example of a hypergeometric function [20]. It has been proved in [29] that FQ
is the unique holomorphic period of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces near the so-called large
radius limit. For the purpose of comparison, we should mention that the definition of
$ here differs from the prepotential in [28] [27] by a degree three polynomial in f, and
the definition of the hypergeometric series HG[B](t) here differs from that denoted
by wo(x,p) in [28][27] by an irrelevant overall constant factor.
Precursors to the above general formula have been many examples [27] [6] [13] [8].
We now specialize to a few numerical examples which have been frequently studied
by both physicists and mathematicians alike.
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8.4. A complete intersection in P1 x P2 x P2. The complete intersection of
degrees (1,3,0), (1,0,3) in this 5-dimensional toric manifold X has been studied in
[27] using mirror symmetry, and in [30] computing some of the intersection numbers
Kd for the Euler class b — em terms of modular forms.
From our point of view, that complete intersection correspond to the following
choice of convex bundle:
V = 0i(1) 0 02(3) 0 0i(1) 0 03(3)
where Oi(l) denotes the pullback of 0(1) from the zth factor. The Kahler cone of
X is abviously generated by the hyperplanes Hi)H2,Hz from the three factors of
X, and hence Ky can be identified with the set ofd = (^1,^2,^3) G Z^Q. We
consider intersection numbers Kd for the Euler class b — e as before. Thus we set
H = e{V) = (Hi + 3#2)(#i + 3H3). The Euler data P we need in eqn. 8.6 is given by
di-\-3d2

Pd

di+Sds

Kl + 3 2

~ II (

a

^ ~^ )

x

II fai + 3^3 - ka)

k=0

k=0

di~\-3d2

di+Sds

Jo(Pd)= 11 (Hi+3H2-ka)x
k=0

JJ (H^SHs-ka).
k=0

The linear sigma model is Wd = Nd(P(n)) = iVdl>i x Nd2,2 x ^3,2- The equivariant Euler class, after taking nonequivariant limit with respect to the T action, is
given by
di

d2

ds

eG{Xo/Wd) = H {Hi - ma)2 JJ (H2 - ma)3 JJ (H3 - ma)3.
771 = 1

771=1

771 = 1

Now we can easily write down the hypregeometric series and all the Kd can be computed by our formula 8.6 at once using the obvious intersection form on X, given by
the relations:

L

x

HiH2H2 —1,H1= 1, H2 — 1, #3 = 1.

Once we have the hypergeometric series, the corresponding Picard-Fuchs equation
can be easily written down as given in [27].
8.5. V = 0i(-2) <g> 02(-2) on P1 x P1. Here we denote by 0^/) the pullback
of 0(i) from the ith factor of X = P1 x P1. Our bundle V has rk V+ - rk V" =
n — 3 = — 1. Thus we can apply our formula 8.4 with x — 0. We put 0 = HlH . The
Euler data P in eqn. 8.4 that compute the Kd is now given by:
2di-l

2d2-l

Pd= JJ(-2Ki+A:a)x JJ(-2«2 + fca)k=l

A;=l

The corresponding equivariant Euler class, after taking the nonequivariant limit
with respext to the T-action is
di

d2

eG(Xo/Wd) = H (Hi - ma)2 JJ (#2 - ma)2.
771=1

771=1
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Again one can immediately write down the hypergeometric series as well as the
corresponding Picard-Fuchs equation by using our mirror principle.

9. Generalizations and Concluding Remarks.
9.1. A weighted projective space. Consider the following example: the
concave bundle V = 0(—6) over P3,2,i, fi = 577- This example will be studied in
our subsequent paper by using resolution of singularities. This is an example of "local
mirror symmetry" studied in physics [33]. The mirror formula there can derived as a
special case of our general result. In fact, the Euler data which computes the Kj in
this case is determined by
6d-l

joPd= n(-6^+ma)m=l

The corresponding equivariant Euler class, after taking nonequivariant limit with respect to the T action, is:
d

2d

3d

eG(Xo/Wd) - JJ (H - ma) JJ (2H - ma) JJ (3# - ma).
771=1

771=1

771=1

The corresponding Jrypergeometric series and Picard-Fuchs equation can be immediately written down. It turns out that the hypergeometric series gives the periods
of a meromorphic 1-form for a family of elliptic curves [33].
9.2. General projective balloon manifolds. Let X be a projective manifold embedded in P(n), with a system of homogeneous polynomial defining equations
P(z1, • • • , zn) = 0, where z* = (^, • • • , z^.). For each P, by taking the coefficients of
each monomial WQW^ in P(/1,--- ,/n) = 0, where ft = [/((u>o,Wi), * * * >/n-(wojWi)]
for j = 1, • • • , k is the tuple of polynomials that define the coordinates of JVd(P(n)),
we get several equations of the same degree as P. These equations together define a
projective variety, which we denote by Nd(X), in iVd(P(n)).
As discussed earlier, we see that the S1 fixed point components in Nd(X) are
given by the Xr's which are copies of X. We do not know whether the localization
formula holds on Nd(X). The localization formula holds if the fixed point components
embedded into Wd as local complete intersection sub varieties. It is likely that this
is the case for any convex projective manifold. If this is true, then we can take
Nd^X) to be the linear sigma model Wd for X. Then our mirror principle may apply
readily to compute multiplicative characteristic numbers on MO,O(G?,X) in terms of
the hypergeometric series.
9.3. A General Mirror Formula. Many of our results so far are proved for
projective manifolds without T-action. Here we first discuss a formula for computing
the numbers
b(Vd)
Kd = /
JMn.Md.X)
lMo,o(d,X)

for a general convex projective n-fold X without T-action. For simplicity, let's focus
on the case when the multiplicative class b is the Chern polynomial c, and V is
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a direct sum of line bundles on X. There is a similar formulation in the general
case. We fix a protective embedding X -> P(n), as before. Note that the map
ip : Md(X) -»iVd(P(n)) is now only 51-equivariant. Recall that the subvariety Wa '•—
ip(Md(X)) C iVd(P(n)) contains as S1 fixed point components copies of X: Xr,
0 ^ r •< d. We assume that the localization formula holds on it.
We denote by es^Xo/W^) the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle of
Xo in Wd. Let
v = y+ © y-, y+ := eL+, v~ -.= ®LJ
satisfying ci(V+) - c^V) = ci(X) and rk(V+) - rk(y-) - (n - 3) > 0, where the
Lf are respectively convex/concave line bundles on X. Let

n = Bo := c(y+)/c(y-) = H^ + ci(L+))/11^ + ^(^7))
(ci(L+),d>

es^{XQ/Wd)
x

n

H

Y

^

(a?+ ci(Li ) + *«)•

CONJECTURE 9.1. There exist unique power series G(i),F(i) such that the following formula holds:

s (s)' i-/, (•""■"^w -'-"-""") - ■-*-<»(») - Z^ >■
i^/iere s := rA; V4" — rA: y- — (n — 3); t := t + F(t). Moreover G, F are determined by
the condition that the integrand on the left hand side is of order 0(a~2).
9.4. Formulas without T-action . One of our key ingredient, the functorial localization formula plays an important role in relating the data on Md(X) and those on
Wd- It turns out that similar formula holds in If-theory. It holds even when X has no
group action. This indicates that our method may be extended to compute if-theory
multiplicative type characteristic classes on Md(X) (and ultimately on Mo,o(d, X)), in
terms of certain g-hypergeometric series, even for projective manifolds without group
action.
We now write down the relevant localization formulas for convex X without torus
action, both in cohomology and in if-theory. The notations and proofs are basically
the same as before. Given a manifold X, let's assume that there is a linear sigma
model WdLEMMA 9.2.
For any equivariant cohomology class to on Md(X), the following
equality holds on Xr for any 0 ^ r < d:

esi(Xr/Wd)

= ei['lesi(Fr/Md(X)y'
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Here 651 (•) denotes the S1-equivariant Euler class. As in the cases we have studied
earlier, the left hand side of the above formula indicates that when V = L is a line
bundle, we should compare the Euler data Qa = ipi7r*e(Vd), to the Euler data given
by
<ci(L),d>

Pd=

11 ML)-ma).

What is left is to develope uniqueness and mirror transformations, which we are
unable to achieve at this moment, though they can be easily axiomized.
Now let us look at if-theory formula, which can be proved by using equivariant
localization in K-theory. First following the same idea, we get the explicit formula as
follows: given any equivariant element V in K(Wd), we have

^ = E>. E {XJ;VIW )
G

r

d

where Ea{Xr/Wd) is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle of Xr in iV^X).
Here the push-forward and pull-backs by jr denote the corresponding operations in
-ft'-theory. By taking V = 1, we get
P
eir

1

i —

L

£G(Fr/Md(X))J

#¥>!(!)

EG(Xr/Wdy

Second, we have the following lemma; If ^(l) = 1, which is the case if X = Pn,
this formula gives explicit formulas for some if-theoretic characteristic numbers of the
moduli spaces.
LEMMA

9.3.

Given any equivariant element V in KoiMdiX)), then we have

formula
e.

i;v

^_ xfav)

EG(FrlMd(X)y

EG(XrlWd)

where EG(-) denotes the equivariant Euler class of the corresponding normal bundle
in K-group.
In particular we have explicit expressions from the decomposition of the normal
bundles:
EG(Fr/Md(X)) = (1- ea)(l - e-«)(l - eaLr)(l - e-aLd-r)
and similarly
EG(F0/Md(X)) = (1 - ea)(l - eaLd), EG(Fd/Md(X)) = (1 - e-a)(l - e-aLd).
For a toric manifold X, we also have the explicit class in if-group,
(Da,d)

EG(Xo/Wd) = l[ H {l-ema[Da])
a

ra=l

where [Da] are the equivariant line bundle corresponding to the T divisors Da.
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If V is a multipicative type K-theory characteristic class, then we can develope
a similar theory of Euler data and uniqueness. These result can also be extended to
the nonconvex case without a hitch.
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